
Optional inbuilt insect monitor
An advanced securing system for bait
Unique company logo personalisation
Single key for the complete range
Available in a variety of colours
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SECURING BAR 
FOR BAIT.

YOUR LOGO HERE.

The Romax mouse box is the first box to have the option of
an integrated insect monitor inside. This offers many benefits
including: Save cost and labour compared to buying separate 

mouse and insect monitor units: easier to introduce to existing 
contracts (or remove) as and when required; a barrier to help 

prevent grain baits themselves becoming a potential food source 
for pest insects; stylish and convenient; designed to allow capture 

of the smallest insects right up to oriental cockroaches.

The box can be personalised for free* and unlike most other
boxes, we actually emboss your designs into the plastic of

the lid. This not only makes the box look more professional 
(it looks like ‘yours’ rather than simply overprinted). It won’t 

rub off over time (*subject to one-off plate charge).

We’ve added a bait bar for optional security. Whilst most
blocks will be held within the box at the start, as they get

eaten and reduce in size, they can fall out if the box is picked
up. By placing the bait on the bar it will greatly enhance its

safe retention.

As well as block security, we’ve thought of sachet and paste
safety. Plastic ‘spikes’ in the floor and roof of the box gently

grip sachets to reduce the risk of them falling or being dragged out.
Meanwhile 3 prongs on the box floor have been designed to

allow caulkable paste baits to be applied. This greatly reduces
the problem of them forming dry ‘balls’ and falling out as they age.

The lock has been designed to be extremely robust and difficult
to open without a key. In tests against many of the leading

boxes, the Romax mouse box security came up very
favourably. In addition, the box has been designed with a single

key - not only will the one key open all the Romax range
but we’ve designed the lock so that it will also open by the

use of some of the ‘universal’ keys on the market.

The design is extremely stylish, 
durable and practical. Moulded in

       a high-density Polyethylene for 
additional strength, the unit not only 
offers cost savings in terms of insect 

monitoring and personalisation, 
it has been deliberately priced 

extremely competitively.
We’ve also opted for a user-

friendly pack size of 24 units so 
service personnel can carry smaller 
quantities if they wish, rather than 

having to carry an outer of 100.
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INSECT BAR 
& MONITOR.

PLASTIC SPIKES.

Multiple Colours Available
Please ask for specialist colours.




